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ClassRelation A
Class Relation C q D(i) = JV(i + 1); i.e., every instance of a class C(i) is referred to by instances of class C(i -1).
c The index structure is implemented through a B-tree. kl: Average length of a key value for the indexed attribute (i.e., A(n) ).
,ktl: Size of the key-length field.
rl: Size of the record-length field.
notd: Size of the number of oids (n.path) field.
01: sum of kll, rt, nozd.
L: Average length of a nonleaf node index record.
L=kl+kil+pp. XN:
Average length of a leaf-node index record for a nested index.
XP:
Average length of a leaf-node index record for a path index.
Average length of a leaf-node index record for the i-th (1 < t < n) multi-index. LP: Number of leaf level index pages. NLP:
Number of nonleaf level index pages. np: Number of pages occupied by a record when the record size "is larger than the page size. Here, we consider total disk pages to be a function of parameters kl, k2, and k3, reflecting the sharing of objects.
Single-valued attributes
Nested Index
The number of leaf pages is
where .YIV, the average size of a leaf-node index record, is
Here k(l, n) is the average number of instances of class C(l) having the same value for a nested attribute A(n).
Path Index
where XP, the average size of a leaf-node index record, is n XP=PN*OIDL*n+kl+ol where PN =~k(i)
,=1
Multi-index
For the i-th index (1 s z s n) in a multi-index, the number of leaf node pages is
where X&f(i), the average size of a leaf-node index record, is X&f(n) = k(i) * OIDL + kl + oi if i = n, and otherwise
To arrive at the total number of pages, we sum the disk pages of the n levels of the indices. In Figure  5 , where class C(Z) points to class C(Z + 1), each 
Note that H(k, m, n) is always less than k.
The number of index leaf pages to access in scanning the i-th index is
We assume the non-leaf pages are buffered. Thus, the q Updating links on a path: number of pages accessed in the i-th index is As pointed out in [2] , such updates in a nested-index 
where pdifl is the probability that the two index values (.4(n)) in the end class of the two paths will be different. 
Multiple-valued attributes
We shall assume that an object in the i~h class of a path is updated. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we re-evaluate the performance of three exisi- 
